
To identify and select those areas of greatest interest, it was decided to conduct a survey in which researchers
from each of the organizations participated, as well as professionals and managers from of companies in the
sector close to the organizations involved in the consortium.
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What have been doing...

The XDMedia Hub project, which aims to train
entrepreneurs, managers and owners of deep tech
startups in the media and creative industries, has reached
its halfway point.

In recent months the consortium has focused its efforts on
getting to know in depth the creative/media industries in its
geographical area in order to be able to analyze their needs
and put the focus of the project on what is most interesting
and beneficial for these industries.

The survey was carried out between June and September with a total of 67 responses representing the
interests of all the ecosystems that will participate in the development of the work.
To facilitate the responses, it was decided to divide the survey into Creative and Media Industries

The target sector of the project, the creative and media industries, are very diverse, in size,
type of activity, skills needed, but also in the relevance that each one has in different
geographical ecosystems.
One of the first decisions of the consortium members was to focus the activity of the working
groups on a limited number of specific areas of these industries.

Surveys

Country reports
In order to delve deeper into the media and creative industries of the participating countries, each partner has
prepared a report to present data and analysis of the landscape and the growth and development in their
country: Bulgaria, Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain and Portugal. 

From the conclusions obtained in the country reports we can conclude that:

The creative economy has no single definition. It is an evolving concept based on the interaction between
human creativity and ideas and intellectual property, knowledge and technology. 

The main challenges facing these industries are: reliability, transparency, fake news, human-machine
interaction, use of AR, VR, AI, machine learning, etc.

These industries become even more important after the impact of Covid-19 and its aftermath because
the use of digital technologies and media has increased significantly. 
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We designed a second survey with the objective of elaborating, based on its results, a proposal for a
Competency Roadmap. For this purpose, two frameworks related to entrepreneurship and digitalization,
Entrecomp and Digicomp, were selected.
A questionnaire was developed for consortium members and professionals from the Media and Creative
industries to assess the competencies of these frameworks on two dimensions: relevance and level.
Based on the results of these surveys, the partners have design a competency model, which contemplates 5
areas or macro competencies with the following competences taken from the Entrecomp and
Digicomp frameworks.
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In September, F6S, consortium member in the
project, participated in the #startup & tech
TechChill Milano event held at Bocconi University
on September 28-29 and 27 at Cariplo Factory for
official events.
It is an opportunity to build connections with
international VCs, experts in the field, and the
ecosystem in general.

As a result of the surveys we observe that within the Creative Industries, those considered
most relevant by the respondents are "Design: product and graphic" and "Fashion and
textiles" and on the contrary those considered least relevant are "Visual Art" and "Heritage".

In the case of the Media industries, those considered most relevant are "Broadcasting
media: radio and TV" and "Film and video, photography", while those considered least
relevant by respondents are "Computer Games" and "Outdoor Media".

Economic relevance of a creative/media industry area in the region (or country) and in the
entrepreneurial ecosystem near each partner.

The degree of entrepreneurial activity around each of the creative/media industry areas
(current or potential relevance).

Ranking of each of these creative/media areas according to their perceived relevance to the
project.

Each respondent answered three questions related to each area identified:

Great opportunity to apply for different
calls opened under the framework of the
Creative Europe Programme (CREA).
Follow this link for more information:
Creative Europe Programme (CREA)

Read more about the progress on the project's results: https://xdmediahub.eu/project-results/
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